
 

 
 
  
 
 
 

 

About Faculty Development Program 
 
This FTP helps the faculty members to equip the 
students with fundamental approach towards 
problem facing skills as well as quick and best 
possible approach towards problem solving. 
 
The purpose of this FTP is to prepare the faculty 
members such that they can make the students feel 
comfortable in their new syllabus, set a healthy daily 
routine, create bonding with the fundamentals of 
mathematical sciences and its applications 
throughout their courses. 
 
This FTP comprises all the fundamentals of 
Mathematical sciences which focuses on the 
contribution of our country Bharat in mathematical 
sciences. 
 
The very objective of this FTP is to make faculty 
conversant with Bhartiya Ganit Shastra principles 
and formulae which are easy to understand and 
flexible in operative procedure.   
 

यथा �शखा मयरूाणां , नागाना ंमणयो यथा । 

त� वेदागंशा��ाणां , ग�णतं मूि�न� वत�ते ॥ 

 
 
 

द�घ�चतुर� �य अ�णयार�जुःपा�व�मानी �तय�मा�नच | 

यत ्पृथ�भूते कु�त�तदुभय ंकरो�त || 

[Baudhayana Shulva Sutra, Chapter 1, Verse 48] 

 

 

 

 
About the GTU 
 
Gujarat Technological University (GTU) is the 
largest government university in Gujarat, catering 
to the fields of Engineering, Business 
Management, Computer Science, Pharmacy and 
Architecture. GTU is having a pool of more than 
5, 00,000 students and 18,000 professors teaching 
in more than 500 affiliated colleges/institutes 
across the state of Gujarat. 
GTU has initiated number of innovative policies 
and it has put in place systems to develop GTU 
into a great university. Today GTU is considered 
as the benchmark among the technological 
universities of India. It’s industry-oriented 
academic programs and its efforts for establishing 
and maintaining an active relationship with 
industries and businesses through GTU Innovation  
GTU has established fourteen Post-Graduate 
Research Centres, including the Centre for 
Infrastructure, Transport and Water Management, 
Centre for Environmental and Green Technologies 
and Centre for Environment and Energy Efficiency. 
The Innovation Council of GTU is well known in the 
country for its initiatives in grass root innovation 
work by the engineering students for solving 
problems of SME industrial units located 
throughout Gujarat. Intensive innovation efforts 
resulted in many patentable outcomes. GTU’s 
Policy Documents for Student Start-up 
Development and for Skill Development Mission 
are being used by universities all over India. 
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Important Dates 
FTP on: 27th January 2020 (Monday) to  
1st  February 2020 (Saturday) 
Last date of online registration: 22nd January, 
2020 
Confirmation of registration:  
By next working day after registration 

 
Registration and Guidelines 
Pay token fess online on: SBI Collect Portal 
(under head Registration Fees for Conference 
under GTU) 
 
Registration fees 
Rs.500/- per candidate. 
(Faculties those who attend all the sessions of 
the workshop are reimbursed token fees) 

How to Register 
Please register on the link given below: 
https://forms.gle/95gQMv2KddYza6t66 
 
The link will be deactivated as soon as sufficient 
number of participants are enrolled on first come 
first serve basis.  

 
Accommodation 
The accommodation will be provided at 
subsidized rate for limited number of participants 
in GTU hostel. 

Management Committee 

Chief Patron 
Prof. (Dr) Navin Sheth  
Hon’ble Vice Chancellor 
Gujarat Technological University 

 
Patron 
Dr. K. N. Kher 
Registrar 
Gujarat Technological University 

 
Convener 

  Dr. Makarand Karkare 
  Director, GTU-GSET 

              Coordinators 
(1) Dr. Komal Borisagar 
Associate Professor, GTU-GSET 
(9925041416; asso_komal_borisagar@gtu.edu.in) 
 
(2) Mr. Ramesh V. Morkhandikar 
JKMS Foundation  
(8511174949, jkmsglobal@gmail.com) 

 
              Co-Coordinator 

 (1) Mr. Mahesh Panchal 
Assistant Professor, GTU 
(9824642969, deputy_dir5@gtu.edu.in) 

    Resource Persons 
(1) Dr. Ramesh Kolluru 
(2) Mr. P. Devraj 
(3) Mr. Maruti J. K. Sharma 

 

 

 
About Bhartiya Ganit Shastra 

 
Mathematics is the unseen thread that links 
various subjects together to form a beautiful 
necklace of the Total Knowledge. Mathematics is 
the queen of all sciences. Yet, it is a distressing 
word for many across the world. It has been 
considered as a dry subject, studied as an 
obligation. The application of Mathematics is there 
in all walks of life as well as professions. Many 
students learn maths out of compulsion whether 
they like it or not. School children feel that they 
have to deal with Mathematics only till they finish 
school. When they enter college, this dream is 
often shattered. 
 
Mathematics in Ancient India 
 
In the olden times in India, mathematics was not 
taught as a separate subject. It was imbibed in 
other subjects like Astrology, Astronomy, 
Engineering, and so on. This added a different 
flavor to mathematics. Students were made to 
observe the forming of different shapes and 
patterns in the nature. They were shown how 
different numbers had different properties as could 
be seen in any field – be it science, spirituality, 
astrology and many more. 
 
MATHEMATICS BY ANCIENT INDIAN 
MATHEMATICIANS 
 
The mathematics in India can be sighted in the 
Vedic literature which developed later into 
Astronomy, Astrology, Algebra, Arithmetic, and 
Geometry and so on. As per the need of time, the 
ancient Indian mathematicians like Aryabhata, 
Bhaskara, Varahmihir, compiled the existing 
knowledge of mathematics along with their 
discoveries into both exhaustive and the works 
written by these medieval mathematicians were far 
advanced than the mathematics that evolved in 
the West.  
Brahmagupta, established rule for cyclic 
quadrilaterals and globally famous Brahmagupta 
equation. 

 

Bodhayana who explained complete theory of right 
angled triangles in his globally famous book Shulba 
Sutras. LILAVATI of Bhaskaracharya is “The 
Manuscript of Maths” Since the last century, many 
Westerners have started doing research and 
translating many a works by the ancient Indian 
mathematicians. The expositions by ancient Indian 
mathematicians can also be termed Vedic, because 
it was developed from the Vedic literature. 
Remember that Ancient Indian Mathematics does 
not mean only techniques to: - do calculations faster, 
but also covers the whole of mathematics as a 
subject. Vedic Mathematics teaches different ways 
to solve the same problem. 


